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While I have spent most of the last year adding 8M photos to the SIHR site I have also 
helped numerous members and non-members with both information and photos to 
complete their projects. 
 
Our inputters have continued to hammer in new players and information and have now 
reached 406,000 players career records on the site. We were remiss as new inputters 
came on board to explain our aims. Some folks are putting teams in with the name of the 
community in which they played. For instance you could call a team Leo Hayes High 
School but that wouldn't give anyone outside of the area any idea where the team came 
from. If you use Fredericton LHHS it would be much better because when you input the 
team name there is space to indicate what the real team name is. Others have been 
inputting players who only played Bantam or who only played in a local Industrial or Beer 
league teams. The original plan is pretty liberal to take in players who played Midget 
AAA or above and we would only lower minor hockey info and use Industrial league 
stats for players who played in higher profiles leagues. Otherwise we are just filling up 
space with players for whom nobody would ever care. 
 
In the notes section, some are entering too much data that is of little concern. For 
instance, if a player wins ‘player of the week’ in a lower league six times in a season, the 
most that info should get is one line, otherwise you drown out the important facts like a 
torn ACL or other data that one might need when doing research. In other words, we 
want pertinent notes and not every little detail like in a Media Guide of a team. 
Nicknames should only be what teammates would call the player to his face. Media 
nicknames can be mentioned in notes.  
 
As for small photos, the plan was to have a clear headshot with no helmet whenever 
possible. Some are replacing good B/W shots that clearly show what the player looked 
like with color shots with the player wearing a helmet with shields. One of the primary 
purposes of these photos is to help in identifying players in team photos, so these shield 
shots, or distance shots are of little use.  
 
Speaking of the 8M project, we have now topped 16,000 player photos with most NHL 
teams having over 80% of their players completed. We still have work to do on Boston, 
Chicago, Detroit, NY Islanders and Rangers to complete a detailed run through the NHL. 
Some players were never photographed so it is unlikely we will ever get their pictures 
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